Introducing
Power PDF Advanced v 3.0
Empowering Digital Workers to Secure information,
Drive Efficient Document Workflows and increase Business Performance

Microsoft ® Office
Conversion Accuracy
Leveraging the latest advancements in Nuance’s
document conversion technology, workers b enefit
from incredibly accurate, searchab le PDFs and
Microsoft Office documents—with original
layouts faithfully preserved.

“I use PDF software extensively in my accounting practice
for bank statement to csv or xls format conversions and for
delivering electronic copies of completed documents to clients.
Power PDF 3.0 is an integral part of my business processes.”
Mary Wilkes, Accalia Accounting Ltd.

Real-time Document
Collaboration
Power PDF Advanced allows multiple parties on
the network to edit PDF documents without
same
inefficient back-and-forth processes, while
also eliminating document merge conflicts.

Improved User Experience
New Tabbed
Document Viewing
allows workers to open
multiple documents
within a single window

New Ribbons

New Color Skins

put advanced feature
sets front and center

allow workers to
personalize their
experience

“The added new option to view documents in separate tabs
within the same window is a big plus for me. I am able to
do more and be more productive.”
Michael Conde, Attorneys’ Title Fund Services

Document
Compatibility

DocuSign ®
Integration

Power PDF 3.0 supports the
ISO PDF 2.0 standard, ensuring
documents are compatible with
the full range of existing PDF
readers and processors.

Power PDF Advanced features
eSignature support from DocuSign®,
allowing workers to conveniently
sign and send documents as
part of a secure workflow.

Simplifi ed Editing

New methods for
intelligently recognizing
blocks of text that wrap
correctly when edited

Assemble and organize
documents faster, including
the ability to combine open
documents into a single
PDF with one button

Simplified interface
reduces the need for
training, as even novice
users can get up and
running quickly

“ Power PDF 3.0 takes minutes to learn how to use and
has a robust number of features to communicate in less time.”
Jim Olive, Copiers Northwest

To learn more about Power PDF
Advanced v 3.0, reach out to us at:
Cedere +31 85 4863748

